
 
 

JOB DESCRIPTION OF JUNIOR CLERK  

DY Patil School of Nursing, 

DY Patil University, Nerul, Navi Mumbai. 

 

Job Title: clerk  Present Position: Junior clerk  

Department/College: DY Patil School of Nursing, Nerul, Navi Mumbai. 

Directly responsible to: Principal, School of Nursing 

Directedly Responsible to Senior Clerk and principal,   

OTHER CONTACTS: as specified in the primary role and as deemed fit in this role 

JOB PURPOSE: 

 Provide advice to the governing body on governance, constitutional and procedural 

matters.  

 Provide effective administrative support to the governing body and its committees. 

 Ensure the governing body is properly constituted.  

 Manage information effectively in accordance with legal requirements 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities –  

 Posts, assembles, tabulates and reconciles financial and statistical data to support the 

monthly and annual closing of books.  

 Receives cash and cash equivalent from a variety of sources.  

 Verifies amounts and balances to supporting documentation.  

 Enters information into appropriate accounts as required.  

 Prepares deposits and other transmittals. 

 Reconciles and compiles periodic reports to show statistics such as cash receipts, 

accounts payable, and accounts receivable.  

 Trace transactions through previous accounting actions to identify and correct 



discrepancies.  

 Reconciles, balances books, and compiles reports and financial statements on a recurring 

basis to show statistics such as cash receipts, accounts payable, and receivable. Traces 

transactions through previous accounting actions to identify and correct discrepancies.  

 Verifies and accounts for funds and other assets received by the District for specified uses 

(e.g., donations, conditional uses).  

 Prepares for administrative review periodic trial financial statements for special funds 

using standardized accounting software.  

 Prepares and enters cash and cash-equivalent amounts into holding accounts, then 

disburses into separate accounts by making intra-account transfers through multiple 

accounting software formats.  

 Analyses, prepares, processes, and reconciles accounts payable and receivable 

transactions and miscellaneous reimbursement items for accounting and disbursement.  

 Administers revolving accounts used for disbursing funds to meet urgent student needs.  

 Disburses checks for payroll and accounts payable. Reviews information for correctness 

and compliance with documentation. 

 Accesses records on handling of checks. 

 Documents date, check number and other information with disbursed.  

 May prepare and process college-wide accounts payable information to comply various 

payment timetables. 

 Verifies and reconciles documentation of merchandise and services received against 

claims, invoices, purchase orders, and packing slips.  

 Verifies and corrects account codes, authorization, and available and qualifying budgets.  

 May segregate and apply codes to certain accounts, such as but not limited to, payables 

for utilities. Verifies correct billing. 

 Carries out all correspondence for Principal 

 Completion of Staff Approval Documents  

 Enters all communication – Inward / Outward 

 Preparation Documentation for Inspections  

 University Procedures, Daily appointments  



 Maintains all communication with university with regard to Teacher’s data. 

 Give and take – Appointment’s as required. (Internal and External)  

 Day to day Planning and Maintaining the confidentiality. 

Qualifications 

 Knowledge and Skills – 

 Requires a working knowledge of the principles, practices, and terminology of financial 

and statistical record-keeping and accounting data entry practices.  

 Requires an in-depth knowledge of governmental and fund accounting procedures for 

accounts payable, accounts receivable, and disbursements.  

 Requires in depth knowledge of computer-aided accounting systems to setup accounts, 

enter accounting transactions, and extract detail and summary information. – 

 Requires working knowledge of financial statements and accounting performance 

(variance) reports.  

 Requires a working knowledge of office clerical procedures and computer-aided office 

productivity software.  

  Requires sufficient writing skills to prepare basic business correspondence, accounting 

instructions, and account footnotes.  

 Requires sufficient math skills to compute totals, extensions, portions, ratios, quotients, 

and percentages.  

 Requires sufficient human relations skill to convey policies and procedures and to deal 

cooperatively with others on accounting transactions.  



Abilities – 
 Requires the ability to perform the functions of the position.  

 Requires the ability to learn and apply accounting rules and procedures, sales and use tax 

requirements and schedules, and procedures for electronic transfer of accounting 

information.  

 Requires the ability to learn various vendor accounting requirements and cycles. 

 Requires the ability to research, compile, analyze, and interpret accounting data.  

 Requires the ability to maintain accurate and retrievable files, records, audit trails and 

trace transactions to original entries.  

 Requires the ability to perform accounting and general math computations quickly and 

accurately.  

 Requires the ability to organize and prioritize work to meet deadlines and timetables.  

 Requires the ability to work cooperatively with individuals and work teams within and 

outside the department, including vendors. 

 


